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Robust Multidimensional Optical Modulation
Based on Hybrid
Subcarrier/Amplitude/Phase/Dual Polarization
for Wavelength-Division Multiplexing
Systems
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Abstract—Here, we propose a novel scheme based on advanced
techniques of digital modulation in optical communications to
achieve a single-channel transmission rate above 100 Gb/s. We
utilize a hybrid scheme amplitude/phase/frequency/dual
polarization, combined with multidimensional dual lattice and a
low-density parity-check-coded modulation. The Stokes
parameters are applied to the proposed scheme to map the fourdimensional classical polarization IX, QX, IY, QY in a threedimensional space. In addition, in the proposed system, the
packing theory is applied to the bit interleaver process. Three
wavelengths are packaged before being transmitted over a
wavelength-division multiplexing optical channel. This
modulation process is carried out using symmetrical geometric
shapes, such as a hypercube or a polyhedron, based on the
molecular links theory using a grouping of 12 and 13/15 bits for
the cubic and spherical lattices, respectively. The proposed
technique is evaluated in the context of long-distance
communications over distances up to 100km. The bit error rate
(BER) results showed that the optical signal-to-noise ratio was
approximately 4dB over a distance of 50km. In addition, the
power spectral efficiency was found to be 3 lambdas, which is
considered good performance considering the effects of distance
and the non-linear effects influencing the number of lambdas.
Also, we use an optical time-division multiplexing scheme
(OTDM) in order to achieve a transmission rate beyond 1Tbit/s,
where the speed effect is evaluated, taking into consideration that
the power spectral efficiency is degraded.
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Resumen— En este documento propone un nuevo esquema
basado en las técnicas avanzadas de modulación digital en
comunicaciones ópticas para lograr una velocidad de transmisión
de un solo canal sobre los 100 Gb/s. Utilizamos un esquema
híbrido
de
amplitud/fase/frecuencia/doble
polarización,
combinado con un doble enmallado multidimensional y una
modulación codificada por verificación de paridad de baja
densidad. Los parámetros de Stokes se aplican al esquema
propuesto para mapear la polarización clásica de cuatro
dimensiones IX, QX, IY, QY en un espacio tridimensional. Además,
en el sistema propuesto, la teoría de empaquetamiento se aplica
al proceso de entrelazado de bits. Se empaquetan tres longitudes
de onda antes de transmitirse a través de un canal óptico de
multiplexación por división de longitud de onda. Este proceso de
modulación se lleva a cabo utilizando formas geométricas
simétricas, como un hipercubo o un poliedro, basado en la teoría
de enlaces moleculares que utiliza una agrupación de 12 y 13/15
bits para los enmallados cúbicos y esféricos, respectivamente. La
técnica propuesta se evalúa en el contexto de las comunicaciones
a larga distancia en distancias de hasta 100 km. Los resultados de
la tasa de error de bits (BER) mostraron que la relación
señal/ruido óptico era de aproximadamente 4 dB en una distancia
de 50 km. Además, se encontró que la eficiencia espectral de
potencia con 3 lambdas, lo que se considera un buen rendimiento
teniendo en cuenta los efectos de la distancia y los efectos no
lineales que influyen en el número de lambdas. Además,
utilizamos un esquema de multiplexación óptica por división de
tiempo (OTDM) para lograr una velocidad de transmisión más
allá de 1Tbit/s, donde se evalúa el efecto de la velocidad, tomando
en consideración que la eficiencia espectral de potencia se
degrada.
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Palabras Claves— Comunicaciones ópticas coherentes; Esfera
de Poincaré; Hipercubo; Modulaciones multidimensionales;
Parámetros de Stokes; Poliedro.

I

I. INTRODUCTION

N RECENT years, network operators have been considering
and installing network infrastructures even more robust than
those before them. The rapidly increasing demand for
transmission capacity and the ineffective use of optical fiber
links have led to many studies to develop advanced schemes
that achieve transmission rate beyond 240 Gb/s per
wavelength channel.
A promising approach to improving the transmission
performance
of
future
access
networks,
called
multidimensional modulations was discovered a long time ago
by Wei [1]. This technique involves the use of a rectangular or
cross-lattice grouping technique to provide other modulations
formats, being compatibility with traditional formats. This
strategy improves the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR)
and SNR efficiency due to shaping component constellationexpansion-ratio (CER) that depends only on the shape of the
constellation. Consequently, the shape gain (dB) is evaluated
in terms of PAPR and CER, where cross constellations
achieve better results in comparison with rectangular
constellations.
The increase in PAPR is considered primarily as a negative
effect of OFDM systems. However, this technique has more
recently been applied to modern mobile access networks, such
as sparse code multiple access networks (SCMA) [2] to
achieve the high capacity needed to support large volumes of
information and massive connectivity.
It is widely known, that optical-fiber communication is a
strong candidate for connecting the backbone with the
end-users in future access networks. For this reason, research
has been done to optimize optical channels by using advanced
modulation formats so that they can transmit data at higher
rates with flexible spectral and power efficiency. Furthermore,
N-dimensional signal constellations may be incorporated to
increase the system performance compared to that using
traditional two-dimensional (2D) formats.
In this context, the spectrum allocation in conventional
WDM Network is replaced for an elastic optical network
(EON) which improves the spectral efficiency. EON is based
on OFDM, they provide an alternative to single carrier
modulation technique as the data stream divided and
multiplexed onto multiple consecutive low rate subcarriers and
hence increases the symbol duration and provides a higher
data rate [3]. This approach leads us to think that our proposal
is the key to the next generation of optical networks in order to
obtain a flexible allocation of spectral resources improving in
this way the spectral efficiency.
Incoherent detected optical transmission, polarizationdivision-multiplexing (POLMUX) can be used to generate two
orthogonal polarization signals, X and Y, for transmission
through a single-wavelength channel with a high SE and
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ultra-high-speed [4]. In this context, passive optical networks
with two orthogonally polarized orthogonal frequencydivision multiple access signals have recently been proposed.
This system can transmit data at a rate of 108 Gb/s after 20km
SSMF in comparison with the back-to-back transmission. The
fiber dispersion penalty is negligible due to distance of
transmission, the attenuation (15dB) and the excellent Bit
Error Rate (BER) achieved 1.4×10-3 [5].
Adaptive turbo-trellis-coded modulation (ATTCM32QAM)
provides 7.3dB (BER = 1×10-3) coding gain [6] compared to
uncoded system (16QAM) that achieves and 2.3dB (BER =
1×10-3) coding gain.
In this way, wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) can
facilitate the integration of coding (FEC, trellis, turbo code,
LDPC) with code modulation together in order to improve the
spectrum efficiency and coding gain. These are the promising
solutions for 5G network access with optical communications
known as 10-Gigabit-capable passive optical networks (XGPON) [7] that should coexist with GPON and WDM-PON
networks, and also guaranteeing an optimal allocation of
wavelength bands in order to avoid the undesirable
interference of GPON with XG-PON.
Another promising technology is the polarization switching
system, which sends a three-dimensional (3D) constellation
with an asynchronous in-phase/quadrature (IQ) polarization,
which represents the transmitted symbol in 3D [8]. Dualpolarization (DP) modulation provides a lower SE but better
performance for a long-distance transmission [9].
4D set-partitioning quadrature amplitude modulation (SPQAM) is a special case of advanced optical modulation, in
which a regular 4D cubic can be constructed by polarizationdivision multiplexing (PDM). A PDM-QAM model using a
coherent detection scheme with Reed-Solomon encoding was
shown to improve the SE and provide a data transmission rate
of over 112 Gb/s [10]. In another study, the use of 4D 512-ary
and 2048-ary SP-QAM signals and soft-decision forward error
correction (FEC) with penalties resulted in BERs of 3.8×10-3
and 2×10-2, respectively [11].
In addition to the use of spectrally efficient modulation
formats low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes can be
incorporated into the physical design for new schemes to make
them compatible with 4D modulations and, thereby, enable
coherent optical communications with high aggregate bit rates.
LDPC codes offer significant benefits compared to other
codes and hybrid codes like turbo-trellis code modulations. In
this context, 4D bit-interleaved LDPC-coded modulation has
been developed by connecting a distributed-feedback (DFB)
laser to a polarization beam splitter (PBS) to combine two
polarization (X and Y) for each IQ modulator, thus, forming
the structure of a 4D modulator [12]. The aggregate
information bit rates with 16-, 32-, and 64-QAM were
measured as 160, 200, and 240 Gb/s, respectively; the best
optical SNR of approximately 5 dB and a BER of 1×10-8 was
attained with 16-QAM. In another study, 320 Gb/s data
transmission was achieved using an M-ary 3D constellation
with LDPC coded modulation; an SNR of nearly 12dB and a
BER of 1×10-9 was achieved for 8-QAM [8].
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Therefore, the optimization of the power efficiency of an
N-dimensional constellation that provides both flexible SE and
high-power efficiency at the same time can be solved by
considering it as a sphere-packing problem [13]. The number
of degrees of freedom for optical transmission can be
represented by the vertical axis, where the first and second
dimensions represent the electrical field of the X-polarized IQ
components, and the third and fourth dimensions represent the
electrical field electrical of the Y-polarized IQ components. In
this context, a 4D lattice is constructed, and optimized with
respect to the discrete-time represented by the horizontal axis.
This approach has been used to optimize a 3D constellation
with four degrees of freedom, achieving data transmission of
224 Gb/s over a distance of 100km.
The use of polarization-mode dispersion can improve the
coding gain due to the error floor and the iterative exchange of
extrinsic soft-bit reliabilities between posterior probabilities.
Hussam developed a way to implement such a modulation
with different sub-carriers in a 3D space using coded hybrid
sub-carrier/amplitude/phase/polarization (H-SAPP) [14].
Using Stokes parameters, H-SAPP allows 20 points to be
incorporated into a 3D constellation mapping in the form of a
dodecahedron inscribed in a Poincaré sphere based on regular
polyhedrons [15]. Numerical results using 20-HSAPP show
that BER = 1×10-6 with an OSNR of 0.5dB could be achieved
with a back-to-back configuration.
Here, we propose a hybrid subcarrier/amplitude/phase/dual
polarization (H-SAPDP) system for optical transmission of
300 Gb/s. To improve performance, the system is based on
polyhedrons. We demonstrate that the proposed system can be
significantly banked to the Shannon limit over optical
channels of different distances using WDM techniques.
The use of multidimensional modulations is a novel
technique that holds promise for future generations of
communication systems with both enhanced SE and superior
BER performance. The SE and BER performances are known
to be inversely proportional to one another according to the
Shannon theory. In addition, the system may suffer from
distortion effects if larger amounts of information are
transmitted. However, the use of multidimensional techniques
mitigates these challenges because, if the amount of
information increases, it can be packaged by an interleaving
bit distribution process to generate an N-dimensional lattice.
This approach reduces the bit error rate, the inter-symbol
interference, and the power transmission and consequently
increases the SE as if two different modulations were being
used at the same time: high-index modulation to improve the
SE and low-index modulation to enhance the BER
performance.
The proposed technique is implemented with different
lattice dimensions in the interleaver process: a hypercubic
multidimensional lattice with 16 symbols for 12 bits in an
even alignment, and a polyhedron-spherical lattice with 32
symbols for 13 or 15 bits in an odd alignment. 12_13 or 15
bits are allocated to each block and packed with three subcarriers composed of DP signals (IX, QX, IY, QY) and aligned in
parallel (i.e., they transmit at the same time). One bit is added
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to denote the change from even to odd alignment; thus, the
packed block will have 5 bits and, consequently, the
distribution packing can be set in the range of 13-15 bits.
Finally, this packaging is transformed into a 4D optical
signal using Jones vectors and Pauli matrices designed
according to the parameters of the polarized signal. Thus, the
H-SAPDP system performs dual-lattice packing with
multidimensional modulations at 50 Gsymbols/s. In this way,
the binary input is divided among the 4D carriers for
transmission over a distance of 50, 80, or 100km. This
approach is compared with dodecahedral techniques based on
the Poincaré technique and with different-dimensional
packing.
Several possible constructions for the packing lattice have
been proposed. However, unfortunately, this remains an
unsolved problem in mathematics. The face-centered cubic
lattice is obtained using a generator matrix in which the
vectors represent the deep holes that arise from sphere packing
(referred to as glue vectors). Another strategy is to consider
the kissing number, which represents how many spheres can
be arranged so that they all touch one central sphere of the
same size [16]. In this study, we base the lattice on the theory
of the sphere-packing problem which can be observed in the
orange pyramid in fruit stands. Using this lattice
configuration, the advantage of the triangles found in
pyramids leads to geometrically equivalent packings.
To be precise, herein, we define the thickness (also called
density, sparsity or coverage) as the number of spheres that
contain a single point in space.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents a description of the optical system considered here
and the H-SAPDP coded modulation, the dual lattice used to
build the cubic and spherical lattices (Section II-A), the
interleaver process (Section II-B), the multidimensional
modulator (Section II-B), and Stokes and polarized signal
parameters (Section II-D). The numerical results of the
simulation are presented in Section III. Finally, the
conclusions are summarized in Section IV.
II. H-SAPDP CODED MODULATION
There are many ways of building a constellation lattice in
order to optimize the signal constellations using Ndimensions. Fig. 1 shows different methods of polarization
over an optical fiber. Previously, 4D formats with
single-polarization and switch polarization were severely
limited due to the synchronization of X and Y signals (Fig.
1(b) and Fig. 1(c)) [17]. Today, it is possible to modulate
different signals with orthogonal X and Y polarization with
total dependency between them. Thus, we leveraged the four
dimensions of the optical carrier field as shown in Fig. 1(d) in
order to transport 16-point rectangular constellations and 28point circular constellations through a cube and hypercube
respectively in the 3D with total independence among them.
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A. Dual Lattice DN*
T
The checkerbooard lattice is ddefined as DN = {(x1, … , xN) ∈
ZN: x1 + … + xN}}, where the foour-dimensionnal lattice D4 is the
t followingg generator m
matrix
mosst useful and defined by the
desccribed in [16].. The packing radius is norm
malized at ρ = 1/2:
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figg. 1. Optical wavve polarization teechniques (a) Axiss, (b) Single polarrization,
(c)) Switch polarizedd, and (d) Dual poolarization.

The proposedd system, show
wn in Fig. 2 iss composed off m-bit
soources of n bitts. Each sourcce inserts inpuut bit streams to the
H--SAPDP transmitter to obbtain a 4D laattice for eachh subcaarrier, Aλq. Thhese carriers trransmit moduulated optical pulses
to achieve diffeerent constellaations, as show
wn in Fig. 5 (i.e., a
cuubic or spheriical lattice, whhich are desccribed later; Fig.
F 6).
Alll the carrierss are combined and transm
mitted by a ssinglem
mode optical ffiber. Finally, at the receivver end, an ooptical
spplitter divides tthe optical carrriers to recoveer the informaation.
Fig. 4(a) show
ws the generaal block diagraam of the H-SAPDP
traansmitter whiich accepts m
m-bit inputs froom the inform
mation
soources, passes them through a set of identiical LDPC enccoders
wiith a code ratee of R = k/n, where
w
k represents the num
mber of
information bitss that the enccoder accepts and n the lenngth of
the resulting codeword. The eencoded data ffrom these braanches
written
is forwarded to an [m×n] bloock interleaverr where it is w
wise. In addittion, the interrleaver
roow-wise and rread column-w
prrocess perform
med by a dual-lattice multidiimensional [D
DN×DN]
buuilding matrixx that is definned based on the lattice-paacking
prrocess.

0
1
0
1

M = 


0
0
1 2 1 2



0

0 



0

0



 
 

 1
0 
 1 2 1 2 

(1)

Inn our packingg design, we aadopted the geenerator matriix of
fourr-dimensional lattice in ordder to integratte over 12, 133 and
15-ddimensional laattices ( DN* × DN* ) that are explained latter in
the next scheme
B. Interleaver Prrocess
T
The informatioon that is outtput by the enncoder is grouuped
intoo different N-dimensionnal lattices to obtain the
mulltidimensionall modulation matrix M aand, subsequeently,
form
m the output bbitstream m. H
However, we ppropose packaaging
straategies with 112, 13, and 15 bits in oorder to buildd Nmensional latttices. In thhis way, diffferent typess of
dim
mulltidimensionall dual-lattice packing, withh different siignal
polaarization paraameters are used
u
to obtainn different siignal
constellations (F
Fig. 5 and Fiig. 6). The signal
s
polarizaation
paraameters basedd on the Stokkes theory aree described inn the
next section.
F
Fig. 3 shows thhe interleaver bit distributioons for 12, 13,, and
15 bits, which aare evaluated in terms of performance and
mpared with pprevious resultts presented bby Hussam in [14]
com
to optimize
o
the innterleaver. 4D
D multidimenssional packagees of
16 symbols cann be transmittted independdently using four
Stokkes parameterrs as well as quadrature pphase-shift keeying
(Q-P
PSK) and IQ modulation, each
e
with bothh polarizationns (X
andd Y) as shownn in Table I. To package 112 bits in an even
aliggnment with a 4D constellations (Fig. 55) shows for each
sub--carrier, λq, the bits are packaged inn 12 dimensions,
DN* × DN* , where the rows are w
written based on each vectoor of
M, fforming the bllock shown inn Fig. 3(a).
F
For the 13 bit odd alignmennt, we use 32 symbols per subcarrrier to foorm the ppolyhedral and hyperccubic
mulltidimensionall constellationns (Fig. 6). The first collumn
show
ws the odd biits, which aree defined accoording to the m
most
signnificant bit. Thhese are used to decide wheether to use thhe 16

Figg. 2. Block Diagraam Multi-Dimenssional optical systtem.
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syymbols shown in Table I or the remainingg 16 symbols shown
in Table II. To maintain connsistency in thhe data interleeaving,
the first dimenssion of the paccking must coontain bit1 forr every
3
suub-carrier as shhown in Fig. 3(b).
Similarly, forr 15 bits in ann odd alignmeent, 32 symbools are
ussed for eachh sub-carrier. However, tthe interleaver bit
distribution is packaging 5 bits inside eeach sub-carrrier to
obbtain the blockk shown in Figg. 3(c).

(a)

freqquency of the modulator
m
at 550 GHz [20].
T
Then, A0 (t) siggnal is divided by an opticaal splitter withh the
corrresponding waavelengths, w
which is repressented in the same
s
wayy as two mutuually orthogoonal componennts of the eleectric
fieldd in a plane perpendiculaar but it is taaken with opptical
freqquency, defineed in the same way [1]:

A0λq (t ) = A0 (t ) ⋅ e

(

j ωλq ( t ) +φ X /Y ( t )

)

(2)

wheere, φX/Y has the probabillity of being φX or eitherr φY,
defi
fining them ass the differentt polarization phases, whichh are
bothh corrupted byy the same phaase noise of thhe transmitter.
O
Once
the ultraashort pulses aare input to PB
BS, it is brannched
for the X and Y polarizatioon to obtain the instantanneous
ampplitudes of thee two orthogoonal vectors bboth modulateed by
In-pphase Quadraature Mach-Z
Zehnder Moduulator (IQ-M
MZM)
[17], which is shown
s
in Moddulator Xλq annd Modulatorr Yλq
bloccks in the Figg. 4(c). Thesee blocks are ccomposed by two
Mach-Zehnder M
Modulators (MZM) each onee, which were used
modulate the electrical signnals Iˆ
, Qˆ
, and Iˆ ,
to m

(b)

( ) (
X λq

( )

X λq

)

( )
Yλ q

ntensity , thus in this way w
we generate aat the
QˆYλq in light in

outpput of MZM aan optical signnal with in-phaase and quadraature
com
mponents resppectively. Thhese equationns are descrribed
beloow:

(c)
Figg. 3. Interleaver bit distribution (a) 12-bit even alignment, (b) 113-bit odd
aliignment, and (c) 115-bit odd alignm
ment.

C.. Multidimenssional Modulaator
The symbol--mapping proocess is definned based onn X-Y
poolarization innformation acccording to the lookup tables
(L
LUTs) presented in Tables I and II to gennerate a 4D cuube or
poolyhedron, resppectively, as ddescribed in [118].
The I X λq QX λq and IYλq QYλq driving siggnals in the m
mapper
ouutput pass thhrough the zzero-insertionn training syymbols
prrocess definedd as eight ttimes the q--carrier frequuencies
(i..e., IˆX λq ), thenn, the signal is inserted too Multidimennsional
M
Modulator Blocck as is show
wn in Fig 4((a) and detaiiled in
Fiig. 4(c).
Thhe modulationn process usees a fiber rinng with an innternal
phhase modulatoor and an erbiuum-doped fibeer amplifier (E
EDFA)
to compress thee laser pulses in order to geenerate an ultrrashort
puulse width off 1.77ps. Thiss optical osciillator is calleed the
m
mode-locked fiber
f
laser (MLFL) [199], using peeriodic
rectangular pulsses A0 (t ) =  n =−∞ ∏ np (t − Tm ) ⋅ e
∞

jωλq ⋅ np ⋅t

ˆ

(t ) =

ˆ

(t ) =

A0λ

q ,IX

A0λ

q , IY

− A0
2
− A0

ˆ

(t ) =

ˆ

(t ) =

A0λ

q , QX

A0λ

q , QY

2
− A0
2
− A0
2

(

)

(

)

s φI X (t ) ⋅ e
sin
ssin φIY (t ) ⋅ e

(

)

(

)

j ωλq ( t )

j ωλq ( t )

(3)

sin φQX (t ) ⋅ e

ssin φQY (t ) ⋅ e

j ωλq ( t )

j ωλq ( t )

wheere A0 is the am
mplitude pulsee normalized aat 1 and:

φI X (t ) =
φIY (t ) =
φQX (t ) =
φQY (t ) =

IˆX (t ) ⋅ π ⋅ cos(2π ⋅ f m ⋅ t )
λq

2Vπ
IˆY (t ) ⋅ π ⋅ cos(2π ⋅ f m ⋅ t )
λq

2Vπ
Qˆ X (t ) ⋅ π ⋅ cos(2π ⋅ f m ⋅ t )

(4)

λq

2Vπ
QˆY (t ) ⋅ π ⋅ cos(2π ⋅ f m ⋅ t )
λq

2Vπ

wheere Vπ is the voltage equall to 2.5V in oorder to achieeve a
phase shift. Thhus, the moddulated pulsee for X andd Y
polaarization are reepresented as follows:

, where

npp is the numbber of infinitee pulses, Tm = 1/fm wheree fm is
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fiig. 4. H-SAPDP S
System (a) Transm
mitter Scheme, (b) Receiver Schem
me, (c) Multidimennsional modulatoor scheme, and (d)) Coherent Detecttor scheme

{
(t ) = ℜ { A

AX λq (t ) = ℜ A0λ
AYλq

133

} {
(t )} + ℑ{ A

ˆ
q ,IX

0 λ q , IˆY

(t ) + ℑ A0λ

}
(t )}

ˆ
q , QX

0 λ q , QˆY

T
Thus, the poolarized outpputs

(t )

(5)

AX λq (t )

and

AYλq (t ) are

com
mbined by Polaarization Beam
m Combiner (P
PBC) to obtainn Aλq
as thhe modulated signal for q suubcarrier.
D. Stokes and Poolarized Signaal Parameterss
B
Based on the coherent
c
propperties of a ligght beam, the spin
MASK
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anngular momenntum defines the polarizaation state annd the
orrbital angular momentum is
i associated with the azim
muthal
phhase structure but is independent of thee spin parameeter. A
geeometric repreesentation of the polarizatiion state calleed the
Joones vector waas proposed inn 1892; the aamplitude and phase
off the Jones Veector represennt the 2D com
mplex vectors of the
eleectric field.
AX λq and AYλq are used to deenote the ampplitudes of the waves
in the two com
mponents of thhe electric fieeld vector andd their
respective phases. The produuct between a Jones vector and a
coomplex numbeer gives a diffferent Jones vector represennted in
the same state oof polarizationn.
To represent the monochroomatic Stokess parameters [[22] as
a linear expannsion, we uuse the Jonees vectors oof the
instantaneous eelectric field as elements of the coheerency
matrix of the n-th wave and combine them
m by Pauli maatrices
m
[221], where anny wave maay be regardeed as the suum of
independent waaves (complettely unpolarizzed and comppletely
poolarized wavess):

AX =  n =1 AX ( n ) (t ),
N

AY =  n =1 AY ( n ) (t )
N

(6)

Next, the cohherency matriix is written as the conjuggate of
eaach element iin the matrixx, which prooduces a Herrmitian
m
matrix, as follow
ws:

J XY 
J
J =  XX

J
 YX J YY 
< A A* > < AX AY*
=  X *X
*
 < AY AX > < AY AY

>

>

1
S0 = ( AX* AY* ) 
0
1
S1 = ( AX* AY* ) 
0
0
S2 = ( AX* AY* ) 
1
0
S1 = ( AX* AY* ) 
j

0   AX 
2
2
   = J XXX + JYY = AX + AY
1  AY 
0   AX 
2
2
   = J XXX − JYY = AX − AY
−1 AY 
1   AX 
(9)
   = J XY + JYX = 2 AX AY cos(δ)
0  AY 
− j   AX 
   = j ( JYX + J XY ) = j 2 AX AY sin(δ)
0  AY 

δ = θ X − θY

T
Then, the ouutputs of thee H-SAPDP transmitters are
forw
warded to a combiner beffore being traansmitted viaa the
optiical fiber. On the receiver sside, as shownn in Fig. 4(b)), the
signnal is split intto λq branchees, forwarded to the H-SA
APDP
receeivers, and sam
mpled at the syymbol rate.
T
The process off information recovery
r
beginns by using a PBS
to separate
s
the X - Y polarized informattion from A'λλq to
retriieve the IQ signal through tthe coherent ddetector compposed
by an MLFL as local oscillattor (LO) and an internal pphase
moddulator in ordder to comparre the input aand LO signaals to
obtaain the IQ elecctrical signals,, as shown in Fig.
F 4(d).
TAB
BLE I
STOKES AND PPOLARIZED SIGNA
AL PARAMETERS FOR
F
CUBIC LATTIC
CE

(7)

The Stokes parameters
p
arre physically m
measurable annd are
prroperties repreesented as [23]]:

1
σ0 = 
0
0
σ2 = 
1

0
1 0 

 ; σ1 = 
1
 0 −1
1
0 − j
 ; σ3 = 

0
j 0

(8)

The coherenccy matrix is not
n easy to viisualize, so thhat we
deescribe the parrtially polarizzed radiation iin terms of the total
beeam intensity (S0). S1 and S2 denote thhe azimuthal phase
information foor the right and left cirrcular polarizzation,
Stokes
respectively annd S3 is defiined as [24]. Thus, the S
a functions oof the intensitty and
paarameters can be written as
poolarization, where
w
the inttensity is refferred to at Jones
M
Matrices and thhe polarizationn is referred tto at Pauli maatrices.
Thhus, the Stokes parameters aare defined as follows:
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A
All the IQ polaarized sub-carrrier signals aare forwarded by a
digiital equalizer in
i order to com
mpensate the obtained signaal by
rem
moving the traaining symbols by applyingg the intra-sym
mbol
freqquency-domainn averaging channel estimation technnique
developed previously [25].
N
Next, demappiing was applieed to these siggnals to yield 116 or
32 multidimensioonal symbolss placed in cubic
c
or spheerical
lattiices, respectiively, as shoown in Fig, 5 and Figg. 6,
resppectively, to foorm a hypercuube or polyheddron, respectivvely.
Bassed on the thheory of molecular links, the use of tthese
geometric figurees can reduce the symbool energy duue to
grouuping and alllow more datta to be transsmitted. Then, the
outpput signals arre forwarded to
t deinterleavver and, finallyy, to
the bit log-likelihhood ratio calcculator which provides N LD
DPC
decooders with thhe appropriatee code rate, [kk/n]. This proocess
helpps to improvee the system performancee (i.e., reducee the
BER
R) without inccreasing the syystem’s compllexity.
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TA
ABLE II
STOKES AND PO
OLARIZED SIGNAL PARAMETERS FOR
R POLYHEDRAL L
LATTICE

paraameters proceed to SMF-288 Ultra optical fiber 1 due too low
attennuation and polarization moode dispersionn index
TAB
BLE II
SIMULATION
N PARAMETERS

Figg. 5. Multidimennsional Constructiion of the hypercuube.

Figg. 6. Multidimennsional Constructiion of the polyheddron.

III. MULLTIDIMENSIONA
AL SIMULATIO
ON SETUP AND
D
NUMERIC
CAL RESULTS
The functioonality of the H-SAPDP LDPC-ccodedm
modulation sysstem was testted by simulaation in MAT
TLAB
baased on the parameters shown in Tabble III, the ooptical
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A
According to F
Fig. 4(a), the ssimulation setuup feed by m = 25
paraallel data sourrces, each souurce is coded bby LDPC Enccoder
whiich the code raate is R = 1/2.. The Interleavver block reshhapes
the information into differentt N-dimensionnal lattices inn the
wayy described in Section II.B, next the codeed data are divvided
in oorder to translaate the binary information innto driving volltage
signnals through Table I or Table II forr each subcarrrier,
depending on dimensionall alignment,, to feed the
mulltidimensionall modulator deescribed in Secction II.C.
F
For the DP pullse propagatioon, the split-steep Fourier meethod
exteension presennted in [26]] was used to present the
Schhrödinger proppagation at the single-mode iin the X-Y plaane.
Inn the first scennario, the BER
R performancee was analyzed for
a 4D
D signal transsmitted througgh each 4D suub-carrier λ1,…
…,λq,
withh 12 bits. T
The symbol ddata constellaations were built
accoording to polaarized signal parameters
p
as shown in Taable I
in order
o
to repressent the 16-pooints in 3D. Fig. 7(a) shows the
resuults after transmission overr distances off 50, 80, and 100
km.. The best resuult was obtaineed over 50km
m, exhibiting a very
closse response w
with an OSNR
R of 6dB and a BER =10-6. The
trannsmission rate,, defined as thhe product of tthe number off subcarrriers, the moddulation frequuency, the bitts transmitted and
coddification rate (3×50×4×0.5)
(
, was 300 Gbpps.
T
The performannce in terms oof BER was exxcellent comppared
to thhat achieved uusing traditionnal modulatioon techniques with
2D dimensions over a trannsmission disttance of 1000km.
made it possibble to
Morreover, the prroposed hybridd technique m
trannsmit more innformation (uup to 256-QA
AM) while, att the
sam
me time, reduciing the OSNR
R.
F
Fig. 8(a) shows the 4D constellation diagrram mapped inn 3D
spacce for one subb-carrier. Thiss was the expected result of the
hyppercube construuction based oon the molecuular technique with
idenntical inscribeed polygons. T
The OSNR inn the back-to-back
configuration w
was set too 10dB too visualize the
mulltidimensionall system noisee. The hypercuube was generrated
1
https://www.coorning.com/mediaa/worldwide/coc/ddocuments/Fiber//SMF28%
%20Ultra.pdf
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byy setting the height
h
and lenngth in the fiirst two dimensions
baased on the IY//QY data, the width in thirdd-dimension w
was set
baased on the QX data, and aan internal orr external cubbe was
seelected (i.e., thhe fourth dimeension based oon the IX data. In this
waay, the 4D syymbol generatees the lattice despite the nooise to
facilitate suitablle robust transsmission.
Similarly, Figg. 7(b) showss the BER peerformance whhen an
oddd alignmentt was used to generate a 4D polyhhedron
coonstellation forr each sub-carrrier.
With the polyyhedron technnique, a gain of 2 dB in terrms of
the OSNR wass achieved forr 12-bit transmission over 50km
whhile transmisssion over 80 and 100km resulted in a 3dB
OSNR gain. Furrthermore, thee BER was appproximately 10-6 for
122-bit transmisssion. In this context,
c
it is more conveniient to
woork with an aadditional bit bbut the same pperformance cannot
c
bee achieved witth 15 bits due tto the packingg process.
As the multiidimensional system noisee sensibility for
f the
4D
D-polyhedron constellation is presented in Fig. 8(b) shows
the result when a back-to-bacck configuratioon is used agaain, the
t
hypercubbe and
OSNR was seet at 10dB tto visualize the
poolyhedron techhniques under the same condditions.

Inn the non-lineear effect, the sspectral envellope gives risee to a
widder peak poweer due to chrom
matic dispersiion and non-liinear
phase variation onn X-Y plane; tthis effect gennerates new opptical
freqquency compoonents as the pulses propagaate.
Itt is important to note that thhis non-lineariity effect is duue to
trannsmission distaance and the w
wavelength coompression duue to
dataa packing for single-channeel transmissioon. In this sysstem,
incrreasing the w
wavelength coould cause a distortion inn the
systtem and, conssequently, deggraded the SE
E. However, with
threee sub-carrierss the SE and BER are veryy stable over long
disttances, as show
wn in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. N
Note that the eeffect
when N-subcaarriers are uused.
of wave mixinng occurs w
wever, it is nnot necessary to analyze thhe non-linearitty or
How
impplement compeensation to avoid channel innterference, foor the
reassons describedd previously.
S
Spectral densitty (PSD) was obtained usingg (10), where Ts is
the period for a pulse andd R (k) reprresents the ppulse
R signal.
autoocorrelation deefined in (11) for a bipolar RZ

((a)

(a)

((b)
Fig. 8. 4D Geometric (a) Back-to-bacck representation of the 4D cubic llattice
(evenn alignment) withh an OSNR of 100dB and (b) Back--to-back represenntation
of thhe 4D polyhedrall lattice (odd alignment) alignmeent) with an OSN
NR of
10dB
B.

(b)
Figg. 7. BER perfoormance analysis (a) with a 44D cubic latticee (even
aliignment) and (b) with
w a polyhedrall lattice (odd alignnment).
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Figg. 9. PSD with thhe proposed systeem at an OSNR of 5 dB.

Fig. 10. PSD Comparrison between sysstem proposed H-SAPDP
H
with Huussam
SNR=5 dB.
at OS

PSD compariison between system propoosed H-SAPDP
P with
Huussam at OSN
NR = 5dB.

P( f ) =

F { AOUT (t )}
Ts

2



∞
k =−∞

R(k )e jk 2 πfc tTs

 AOOUT 2 2

2
R(k ) = − AOUT 4

0


(10)

k =0

k =1
k >0

(11)

Given the ccomplex enveelopment signnal, AOUT, thee PSD
fuunction in Equation (10) cann be rewritten as
a follows:
AOUT (t ) Ts  sinn( πtTs / 2) 
2

P( f ) =




8

πtTs / 2

P( f ) =

 (1 − cos(2πf cTs ) )


AOUT (t ) Ts  sinn( πtTs / 2) 
2

4




πtTs / 2

2

2

(12)

 ( siin (πf cTs ) )

2

The PSD inn Fig. 9 shhows that tw
wo new freqquency
coomponents occcurred at 15442 and 1562nm
m due to chroomatic
dispersion overr the propaggation distancce. This secoondary
freequency has 113.66% less ppower than thee central pulsee peak
poower at a transsmission distannce of 50km.
The Hussam system suppoorts up to 10kkm of distancee using
tw
wo sub-carrierrs. Fig. 10 shows
s
the coomparison beetween
Huussam and thee proposed meethod in termss of PSD. H-SAPDP
remained superiior compared to the Hussam
m system usingg even
onne additional ssub-carrier. Thhe SE in Hussam method att 50km
is already degraaded.
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W
We further ccompare the BER perform
mance using the
propposed system
m with the Poincaré techniqque developedd by
Husssam and our HSAPDP prooposal over 110 km and 500 km
resppectively. Fig. 11 shows thee simulation reesults among tthese
twoo techniques, where the 10 km scennario presentss an
inteeresting result of OSNR = 4dB and a BE
ER=1×10-8 forr the
Poinncaré techniqque, however, the proposedd technique has
h a
gainn of 0.5dB andd 1dB for 12-bit and 13-bitt multidimensiional
form
mat, respectiveely.
O
On the other hhand, the 50kkm scenario shhows a high error
leveel of BER = 1×10-1 for the P
Poincaré technnique, meanw
while,
the proposed techhnique achievees a BER = 1×
×10-8 at 6.5dB
B and
5dB
B of OSNR foor 12-bit and 113-bit multidim
mensional forrmats
resppectively. As is shown, theere exists a gain
g
of 1.5dB and
0.5ddB in termss of OSNR between 13-bit and 12-bit
mulltidimensionall formats. Inn this conteext, the Poinncaré
techhnique involvves the use off a dodecaheddral geometryy for
sym
mbol mapping in 3D spacee, but this tecchnique cannoot be
suppported beyond 10km of distance
d
whilee, in contrast, we
dem
monstrated thhat our systeems can bee used for long
trannsmissions at different wavvelengths. In this context,, the
Pow
wer Spectrum degradation iis negligible bbetween 80km
m and
1000km of distancce as is shown in Fig. 9.
A
Also, in order to achieve a bbeyond 1Tb/ss transmission, our
propposed is evaluuated over opttical time-diviision multipleexing
(OT
TDM), based on the Nyquist filter combbined by MLF
FL to
generate a Nyquuist pulse traain [27]. In the receptioon, a
hom
modyne coherent detectioon achieves (3×50×4×0.5) × 4
timeeslots = 1.2Tb/s transmiission for 122-bit system and
(3×550×5×0.5) × 4 timeslots = 1.5Tb/s for tthe 13 bits syystem
baseed on the definition off the transm
mission rate used
prevviously, improovement the rate of 320 Gb/s over 4--time
slotts for OTDM--DQPSK and a homodyne ccoherent detecction
scheeme presentedd in [28]
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Figg. 11. Comparisonn of BER Perform
mance between syystem proposed H
HSAPDP
and Hussam over 100km and 50km.

Figg. 12. PSD with the
t proposed systtem H-SAPDP ussing 4-time slots OTDM
at an OSNR of 5 dB
B.

The simulatiion results, expressed
e
in Fig. 12, shoow the
poower reductionn over the OT
TDM transmittted signal. Heere, we
caan compare thee spectral efficciency betweeen OTFDM-DQPSK
syystems and ouur proposal off Fig. 9. In orrder to demonnstrate
that our system
ms can increaase the velociity, but its sppectral
effficiency is w
worsened. In cconclusion, ouur system is w
widely
afffected when itt is used the O
OTDM signal, having a penalty of
122 dB with resppect to the nonn-OTDM signaal. This reducttion of
peeak to averagee in the OTDM
M signal is duue to Nyquistt pulse
coompression, which is uused to OFD
DM signals [29].
Coonsequently, tthe SE is degrraded even moore if the distaance is
increased. Conccluding in thiss way, that theere exists a traade-off
beetween the traansmission ratee and the Spectral Efficienccy due
to the time-mulltiplexing degrrade, is being this very impportant
peenalty to conssider when the system can be implemennted at
high-speed dataa transmission..
IV. CO
ONCLUSIONS
In this studyy, we demonsstrated that thhe novel H-SAPDP
DPC-coded-m
modulation syystem can iimprove the BER
LD
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perfformance for long-distancee transmissionn. In additionn, we
dem
monstrated a nnovel techniquue based on thhe Poincaré spphere
andd Stokes param
meters to achieeve more dataa packaging inn the
3D space. Thhe results are promissing since the
mulltidimensionall modulationn can achieves high data
trannsmissions in the same way
w
that highh-index traditiional
moddulation formaat but using a grouping off two polarizattions
for each subcarriier either in 12 bits and 13 bits. In this way,
we transmit witth less energgy per symbool improvingg the
specctral efficiencyy and BER peerformance at tthe same timee.
M
Moreover, we implemented the Pol-Mux ttechnique oveer the
WD
DM system usiing three sub--carriers to achhieve 12 bits-even
aliggnment, whichh is not possible with anoother type of 4-D
indeependent carrrier modulatioon. We furthher expandedd the
techhnique to be N-dimensional
N
for handling 13 and 15 bitss-odd
aliggnment. Finallly, cubic and polyhedral coonstellations w
were
usedd in the threee-dimensional plane to dem
monstrate thatt our
propposed exceedds the Hussam
m method. R
Results reveall the
efficciency of BER
R performancee at 3 dB and 00.3 dB for oddd and
evenn configuratioon respectivelyy in traditionaal systems withh the
onlyy-one subcarrrier. Also, ouur proposal caan support greater
disttance with speectral efficienccy penalty negligible respeect to
Husssam method.
F
From a system
m general perfformance persspective, a 133-bits
oddd configurationn offers more robust transm
mission compaare to
a siimple 4-D traansmission ovver single-moode fiber. Onn the
otheer hand, the analysis perfoormance conssidering the shape
lattiice between rectangular
r
(112-bits) and cross-constella
c
ation
(13--bits), we concclude that 13-bits is the ideaal method in oorder
to im
mplement oveer real system
ms. The numerrical results reeveal
an iimportant gainn in terms of Optical-SNR when the systems
suppported at 1000km of distancce. We obtainn around 8.5ddB of
OSN
NR with a BE
ER = 1×10-6 uusing the max distance. Anoother
releevant aspect, oour proposal has a gain compared withh the
tradditional multidimensional modulation using
u
one-carrrier.
Thee gain correspoonds to 3.7dB for all distancces (50/80/1000km)
wheen 3λ were useed.
Inn future studdies, the SE can be impproved furtherr by
anallyzing the nonn-linear channnel formed duue to the increeased
num
mber of sub-caarriers. Moreoover, to apply new techniquees of
com
mpensating forr the four-wavve-mixing effeects, the number of
lam
mbdas should be
b increased inn future iteratiions of the sysstem.
Addditional to increase the num
mber of subcarrriers, we couuld to
studdy the allocattion of waveleengths in order to improvee the
specctrum efficienncy and poweer consumptioon in the sysstem.
Thiss study will brring us to deeepen the elastic networks foor the
futuure generation.
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